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Abstract 
 

Recent progress on microwave power standards in 

BIRMM (Beijing Institute of Radio Metrology and 

Measurement) was introduced in this paper. The paper is 

concentrated on four principal points as follows. Firstly, 

the timetable about research on microwave power 

standard is shown in section 2 according to time sequence 

since 2006. Secondly, microwave power standard’s brief 

introduction including their operational theory is 

presented in section 3. Thirdly, method for calorimeter’s 

effective efficiency evaluation was provided in section 4. 

Finally, our plans about microwave power standards 

development were shown in the end. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Microwave power is one of the most important 

parameters in radio-frequency metrology specialty
[1]

. 

Many countries’ national metrology laboratories have 

built microcalorimeter as their power standard
[2]

 and 

developed effective efficiency evaluation methods
[3]

. 

From 2006, BIRMM has built a series of microwave  

power standards based on calorimeter with waveguide 

connector from 18GHz to 170GHz which kept microwave 

power value of our industrial system accurate and unity, 

and has done some research on millimeter power 

measurement techniques from 170GHz to 325GHz. The 

following sections will present more details about the 

work in the past ten years. 

 

2. Timetable from 2006 to 2016 for 

Microwave Power Standards in BIRMM 
 

The plan to research microwave power standard in 

BIRMM started in 1970s. Before 2006, BIRMM has built 

type N coaxial microcalorimeter (10MHz~18GHz) with 

0.55%~0.8% expended uncertainty,and WR-28 

waveguide microcalorimeter (26.5GHz~40GHz) with 0.4% 

expended uncertainty, and also built transfer standard 

covering 10MHz~40GHz based on substitution 

comparison method or six-port reflectometer method. 

Since 2006, we have built power standards including six 

waveguide dual-load calorimeters from 18GHz to 

26.5GHz, 26.5GHz to 40GHz, 33GHz to 50GHz, 50GHz 

to 75GHz, 75GHz to 110GHz, 110GHz to 170GHz 

frequency range, and built calorimetric power sensor from 

170GHz to 220GHz and 220GHz to 325GHz frequency 

range. Figure 1 presents memorable events of BIRMM on 

power standards since 2006. 
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Figure 1. Memorable events of BIRMM on power 

standards since 2006 

 

The effective efficiency expanded uncertainty of 

18GHz~50GHz, 50GHz~110GHz power standards is 

0.7%~1.1%, 1% separately. The calibration factor 

expanded uncertainty of 170GHz~325GHz calorimetric 

power sensor is 5%~8%. The effective efficiency 

expanded uncertainty of 110GHz~170GHz power 

standard is evaluating. And Power standard’ pictures are 

shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Power standards of BIRMM  

 

3. Operational theory for microwave power 

standard of BIRMM 

 
Calorimeters were widespread used as primary 

microwave power standards and usually adopt dual-load 

structure, as shown in Figure 3. Including seal copper 

bucket, thermostatic water bath, thermal insulation line, 



thermal insulation load, absorber, DC heater, thermopile 

and so on. Thermostatic water bath was used to keep 

measurement environment stability, seal copper bucket 

kept measurement devices from water, thermal insulation 

line and load reduced thermal transfer on transmission 

line of calorimeter, DC heater was a little resistance of 

0.04mm
3
 volume inside absorber which can increase DC 

heating efficiency, thermopile was made up by 30 pairs 

nickel-copper thermocouple which can totally measure 

temperature distribution on surface of load. 
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Figure 3. calorimeter’s structure 

 

This kind of calorimeter included two microwave path-

working and dummy path. Working path was used to 

input microwave power or direct current power, dummy 

path was just used as working path’s temperature 

reference. When microwave power input working path, 

load absorbs energy to generate temperature difference 

between working and dummy path. If microwave power 

and direct current power have same thermal effect on 

working path, we can use direct current power to measure 

microwave power accurately.  

 

Calorimeter’s effective efficiency can be defined as: 
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  is effective efficiency which is a specific value 

between direct current substitution power of load and 

absorbed power of calorimeter. te  is transmission 

efficiency which is a specific value between absorbed 

power of load and calorimeter, can be determine by 

scattering parameters of transmission line between input 

port of calorimeter and load. se  is substitution efficiency 

which is a specific value between direct current 

substitution power of load DCP  and microwave power 

absorbed by load LP . 
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The a  is constant of thermal transfer path through flange 

of insulation load to thermopile. The b  is constant of 

thermal transfer path through insulation line to thermopile. 

bP  is power absorbed by absorber and power loss on 

waveguide which can be confirmed by substituted direct 

current power. wP  is power loss on flange. iP  is power 

loss on thermal insulation line. /w LP P  can be confirmed 

by measuring scattering parameter of a flange which has 

same size to flange of load and reflection coefficient of 

load. /i LP P  can be confirmed by measuring scattering 

parameter of isolation line and reflection coefficient of 

load. 

 

4. Method to Determine Substitution 

Efficiency 
 

We design a short and offset short method to measure se  

directly. The cross section of special measurement is 

shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. The cross section of determination 

configuration 

 

Firstly, we put a low thermal capacity thin metal short 

circuit between insulation line and load as shown in left of 

Figure 4. When microwave power input calorimeter, most 

of power will be reflected by short circuit, so thermopile 

output only has relation with power loss of insulation line. 

In this case, we can measure constant b . 
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le  is efficiency of transmission line. rfP  is approximate 

value measured by calorimeter. se  is output of thermopile. 

s is reflection coefficient of short circuit.  



 

Secondly, we use a short load which has a short circuit 

between flange and waveguide. In this situation, output of 

thermopile has relation with power loss of insulation line 

and flange of load. In this case, we can measure constant 

a . 
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fe  is efficiency of load’s flange. ose  is thermopile’s 

output. os  is offset short circuit’s reflection coefficient.  

 

we can calculate se by puting a  and b  into (2). 

 

5. Discussion and Summary 

 
We have used the method introduced in section 4 on our 

110GHz~170GHz calorimeter and get satisfied results. 

We found that if thermopile is removed from waveguide  

of load to flange of load,  thermal transfer constant of load 

‘s can be ignored. In this case, effective efficiency 

measurement  system will be simplified.  

 
Next, we will improve our calorimeter’s operational 

theory and method for determining effective efficiency, 

and change structure of 18GHz～110GHz power standard  

to reduce uncertainty. At same time, we will start to 

research power measurement techniques upon 325GHz. 
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